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Einstein on the Run is the first account of Einstein and Britain: how it inspired his teenage passion for
physics, made him an international star – and then provided him with a refuge from Nazi assassins.
2021 is the centenary of Einstein’s first visit to Britain. In 1921, soon after the First World War, he gave
packed lectures in London and Manchester, and visited Oxford and its university, which would become
his British base in the early 1930s. In London, he laid a wreath on the grave of Isaac Newton at
Westminster Abbey accompanied by his host, the politician Lord Richard Haldane, and converted the
anti-German audience at his lecture from silent reception to thunderous ovation. After returning to
Germany, Einstein informed Haldane: “The wonderful experiences in England are still fresh in my mind
and yet like a dream. The impression this land with its wonderful intellectual and political tradition left
on me was a profound and lasting one, even larger than I had expected.” Haldane replied: “Your name is
a power in our country.”
Andrew Robinson has written more than twenty-five books including Einstein: A Hundred Years of
Relativity, The Last Man Who Knew Everything, and Genius: A Very Short Introduction.
PRAISE FOR THE HARDBACK EDITION
‘An inspiration.’ ALI SMITH
‘A fascinating account of Einstein’s relationship with Britain. It is rich in unfamiliar and memorable
anecdotes from his visits, that cast fresh light on his personality – a beguiling mix of idealism and downto-earth opinions.’ P.D. SMITH, TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
‘Highly readable … with Einstein’s stint hiding out in Norfolk serving as an entertaining climax.’
ANDREW CRUMEY, WALL STREET JOURNAL
‘Filled with interesting insights … A curiously timely book, looking at what it meant to be politically
outspoken in a time of political uncertainty.’ EMILY WINTERBURN, BBC SKY AT NIGHT

‘Superb … Robinson’s writing beautifully invokes the free-spirited professor’s playful personality, charm
and good humour.’ IAN RANDALL, PHYSICS WORLD

